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Alpha Potential 
in ESG

With the growing popularity of ESG and the incorporation of ESG metrics in 
various investment strategies, the debate on whether ESG is a source of alpha 
or not continues. On the one hand, there is the argument that investors 
should focus on how ESG can help them achieve objectives other than alpha, 
such as aligning investments with their values and norms, making a positive 
social impact, and reducing climate or litigation risk. On the other hand, 
promoters of alpha in ESG investing point out the positive performance 
of ESG strategies as the evidence that ESG strategies outperform when 
compared to strategies that do not take ESG into consideration and that 
these strategies also offer downside risk protection. 

One of the arguments against the existence of an ESG alpha is that other 
non-ESG factors are entirely responsible for relative performance. For 
example, positive ESG exposure to large cap growth companies, particularly 
in the Information Technology and Communication Services sectors and an 
underweight exposure to value tilted “brown ESG” sectors such as Energy, 
Industrials and Utilities has been used to explain relative performance of 
ESG portfolios targeting a better or worse ESG profile versus a cap weighted 
benchmark. The rationale for this view is that performance is explained by 
differences in sector, industry, and style factor exposures and not because of ESG 
characteristics. 

We try to address this debate in this post using internal research to analyze if 
there is alpha potential in ESG, i.e., a return to ESG characteristics that is not fully 
captured by the sector, industry, or risk factor exposures of a portfolio.

Methodology
To analyze the alpha potential in ESG we adopted a methodology based on 
neutralizing exposures to sectors, industries, and risk factors. This approach 
isolates the contribution of ESG from other effects by constructing a pair of 
portfolios that maximize and minimize ESG scores while matching the key risk 
characteristics, sector, and industry weights of a selected index. The resulting 
return difference between the two portfolios represents the ESG return premium 
or alpha potential, as all other factors have been neutralized. 

The ESG Return Premium is measured as the differences in the returns between 
the exposure neutralized Min ESG Risk and Max ESG Risk portfolios:

We used Sustainalytics ESG Risk Scores for this research and simulated portfolios 
using a monthly rebalancing process. The targeted benchmark is the S&P 500. 
ESG Risk Scores measure a company’s exposure to material ESG risks and how 
well it is managing those risks. As the Sustainalytics scores measure ESG risk, 
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lower scores indicate that a company has lower exposure to material ESG risks, and higher scores indicate that a company 
has higher exposure to material ESG risks. Each simulation included two portfolios, created to minimize (Min ESG) and 
maximize (Max ESG) ESG Risk Scores versus the S&P 500 index. To eliminate the impact of non-ESG factors on relative 
performance, sector, industry, and risk factor exposures were neutralized. Specifically, we match the S&P 500’s sector 
weights, industry weights, and the risk factors during the monthly rebalance process in each of the two portfolios.

We created four pairs of simulated portfolios. In the first iteration sector and factor exposures were neutralized. In a 
second iteration, we build portfolios that are also industry-neutral in addition to being sector-neutral and factor-neutral. 
Portfolio construction constraints for the four simulation pairs are shown in Table 1.

In the Base Case sector and factor exposures are neutralized but there are no constraints on industry exposure and active 
stock weights are capped at +/- 0.5%. The three additional simulations neutralized sector, factor, and industry exposures 
but targeted active stock exposures at +/-0.5%, +/-2.0%, and +/-5.0% levels respectively. The objective function used in the 
monthly rebalancing process was targeted to minimize or maximize the portfolio ESG Risk Scores. The period for the 
study is 12/31/15 to 06/30/22, the available history for the ESG Risk scores. Because the two portfolios differ only in their ESG 
exposures, their return difference, the ESG Return Premium, can for the most part be attributable to ESG risk exposures.

Research Findings and Analysis of Results 
We look at both portfolio characteristics and portfolio performance to draw conclusions about the alpha potential in ESG 
exposures.

As Table 2 shows (on the top of the next page), on average, each simulation represents a diversified portfolio of 76 to 155 
holdings. The number of holdings decreases as active stock weight constraints are relaxed. Each of the Min ESG Risk 
portfolios have much better ESG profiles when compared to the S&P 500. The opposite applies to the Max ESG Risk 
portfolios. Analysis of the average predicted tracking error highlights that for the Base Case simulations with no industry 
constraint an average of approximately 67% of the predicted tracking error or active risk is attributed to stock specific 
exposure with the remaining 33% allocated to industry exposure. As expected, when the industry constraint is added, 
stock specific risk jumps to 100% of active risk. In other words, for the portfolios with all constraints (sector, industry, and 
factors) in place, all the excess returns versus the benchmark, whether positive or negative, can be attributed to the stocks 
in the portfolio.
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Table

Industry Neutral

Target Active 
Exposure Base 0.5% 2.0% 5.0%

Sectors –
GICS 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Style Factors –
Axioma 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Industries –
Axioma

No 
constraint 0.0 0.0 0.0

Stock (+/-) 0.5% 0.5% 2.0% 5.0%

Simulated Portfolio Construction Constraints

Exchange-Rate Sensitivity - Measure of response to foreign exchange 
fluctuations

Market Sensitivity - Historical relative performance vs. the overall market

Liquidity - Measure of stocks trading activity or lack thereof

Medium-Term Momentum - Measure of a stocks medium term past 
performance

Size - Differentiates between large and small stocks

Midcap - Captures the systematic returns associated with mid cap assets

Volatility - Measure of a stocks relative volatility over time

Value - Book to Price

Earnings Yield - Return differences based on a companies earnings 
relative to its price

Leverage - Captures return differences between high and low levered 
stocks

Growth - Returns associated with earnings and sales growth 

Profitability - Measure of a company's profitability 

Dividend Yield - Returns attributable to a stocks dividend payouts

Axioma Style Factor Definitions - Summary
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In reviewing the performance summary (Table 3), it is apparent that in each simulation comparison, the Min ESG Risk 
portfolio has higher excess return, lower tracking error, and a higher Information Ratio than the Max ESG Risk portfolio. 
Realized tracking error for all simulations is less than 3%, indicating reasonable risk levels for all the portfolios. The Upside/
Downside capture characteristics of the Min ESG Risk portfolio highlight their effectiveness in generating excess return 
in both positive and negative equity markets. That is not always the case with the Max ESG Risk portfolios. Relaxing the 
active stock exposure constraints improved performance characteristics of the industry constrained simulations. This 
indicates that the information or alpha potential in the ESG Risk Scores is more effectively manifested in the portfolios in 
these simulations.

2
Table

Industry Neutral

Base Case 0.5% 2.0% 5.0%

Characteristics - Average (12/31/15 to 06/30/22)

Min 
ESG 
Risk 

Max 
ESG 
Risk

Min 
ESG 
Risk 

Max 
ESG 
Risk 

Min 
ESG 
Risk 

Max 
ESG 
Risk 

Min 
ESG 
Risk 

Max 
ESG 
Risk 

Portfolio  Holdings 128 131 155 155 88 86 76 76

ESG Risk Score vs. S&P 500 (negative = less ESG Risk) -19% 48% -28% 32% -29% 48% -33% 51%

% Predicted Tracking Error 

Style 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Industry 32 34 0 0 0 0 0 0

Stock Specific 68 66 100 100 100 100 100 100

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Simulated Portfolio Characteristics

3
Table

Industry Constrained

Base Case 0.5% 2.0% 5.0%

Return Characteristics (annualized)

Min 
ESG 
Risk 

Max 
ESG 
Risk

Min 
ESG 
Risk 

Max 
ESG 
Risk 

Min 
ESG 
Risk 

Max 
ESG 
Risk 

Min 
ESG 
Risk 

Max 
ESG 
Risk 

Excess Return versus S&P 500 0.8% 0.4% 0.3% -0.1% 1.0% -0.5% 1.6% -1.2%

Tracking Error 1.1% 1.5% 1.0% 1.2% 2.0% 1.9% 2.8% 2.3%

Information Ratio 0.71 0.24 0.36 -0.09 0.51 -0.24 0.57 -0.52

Upside/Downside Capture

Upside 102.5 99.4 101.3 100.0 103.2 98.9 105.1 98.7

Downside 99.6 98.1 99.1 99.5 96.9 98.7 96.8 101.7

Simulated Portfolio Performance Summary 
12/31/15 to 06/30/22
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The analysis of this study shows that there was a positive 
ESG Return Premium between the performance of 
portfolios with lower ESG Risk (Min ESG) versus portfolios 
with higher ESG Risk (Max ESG). This positive ESG 
Premium was achieved while neutralizing the impact 
of sector, industry, and style factor exposures, i.e., stock 
selection was the driver of return. The ESG return 
premium increased as the active stock constraint was 
relaxed.

In Table 4, we use the monthly time series of the ESG 
premium to calculate annualized statistics and examine 
the trends. The information ratio is substantially higher 
for the ESG return premium derived from the pair 
of portfolios with the least constraint on active stock 
weights. It is not surprising that this is the series with the 
highest excess returns and also the highest tracking error. 
In other words, the more active the portfolio, the higher 
the potential for alpha using ESG characteristics.

Chart 1 highlights the more consistent performance 
of the industry neutralized simulations versus the 
Base Case. The +/-5.0% active stock weight simulations 
recorded the strongest return premium throughout. 
The Base Case premium was negative early in the study 
before turning positive in 2018. 

The excess return over the S&P 500 index achieved by 
the Min ESG Risk simulations indicates the potential for 
a long only implementation of this approach. Further, 
the positive Min ESG Risk vs. Max ESG Risk premium 
is supportive of a possible long/short implementation. 
The results shown in this post provide some empirical 
evidence that there is a non-priced alpha associated with 
the Sustainalytics ESG Risk Scores.  

Economic Rationale for the Alpha Potential in ESG 
The results presented above point out that there is alpha potential attributable to the ESG factor. These can be justified 
by sound economic rationale. The value potential of the “E” in ESG can come from both risk mitigation and opportunity 
capture. Risks stem from current negative externalities that a company may be forced to address to protect itself in 
the future. For example, carbon emitters and other polluters may have to bear disproportionate costs from adverse 
community action, customer sentiment, regulation, shareholder activism, and reputational damage. Proactive risk 
mitigation could mitigate these costs and lessen return volatility. Environmental opportunity capture relates to 
capitalizing on business and innovation opportunities generated by current environmental concerns. Such efforts 
could result in higher future profits. For example, servers in commercial data centers generate a lot of heat and require 
considerable resources for cooling. Locating such facilities in areas where naturally cooler temperatures and wind can be 
harnessed for cooling could reduce both energy costs and the eco-footprint. The “S” in ESG also has the potential to create 
considerable value. As an example, investment in employee development and growth could lead to better execution of 
internal business processes, which in turn could lead to enhanced product and service quality, customer satisfaction, 
and ultimately profits. The “G” in ESG is addressed through the adoption of governance mechanisms that facilitate the 
preservation of value and return to shareholders. For example, effective boards and active ownership by investors could 

4
Table

Industry Neutral

ESG Premium (annualized)
Base 
Case 0.5% 2.0% 5.0%

Return 0.4% 0.4% 1.4% 2.4%

Tracking Error 2.2% 1.7% 3.0% 3.8%

Information Ratio 0.18 0.25 0.45 0.64

Performance Characteristics of the ESG 
Return Premium 12/31/15 to 06/30/22

Cumulative Returns of the ESG Return 
Premium 12/31/15 to 06/30/221
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encourage firms to pay out excess cash, thereby removing potential temptation for empire-building or over-investment 
by corporate executives. Therefore, ESG measures can serve as leading indicators of long-term financial performance. 

Another reason for ESG performance to have alpha potential is that the market misprices its value potential. Such 
mispricing could result from incomplete disclosures by firms of their ESG efforts, difficulty in verifying what is disclosed in 
the absence of independent attestation, and heterogeneity in investor opinion about the value of ESG. In addition, even 
with an improvement in the underlying data, providers of ESG scoring systems can disagree on the relative attractiveness 
of companies based on their ESG characteristics. 

The story of course is not one-sided. There are a number of potential concerns about the relationship between ESG and 
shareholder value. ESG efforts are not expected to be costless and, given diminishing returns to investment, more is not 
always better. Some ESG efforts might therefore represent over-investment. This is especially problematic if the payback 
period and return on investment are difficult to assess. For example, a bigger board could hamper timely decision-making 
and impose other coordination costs. As another example, excessively restrictive executive compensation policies could 
hurt a firm’s ability to hire the most talented executives who ordinarily have more employment options. 

In essence, ESG efforts may impact the fundamental elements of shareholder value – profitability, future growth, and risk 
– in myriad ways. ESG efforts might lower short-run profitability but enhance growth and mitigate risk, thereby enhancing 
long-run shareholder value. Conversely, ignoring ESG might raise short-term profitability but reduce growth and raise risk, 
reducing long-run shareholder value. Alternatively, ESG efforts may penalize profitability without sufficiently offsetting 
effects on growth and risk. These arguments create concerns about the positive alpha potential of ESG and underscore 
the need to consider accurate and material ESG factors when assessing companies to invest in.


